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temporary charge image corresponding to such transient
signal produced on the storage target by the writing beam
immediately after such temporary charge image is pro

STORAGE TUBE AND ELECTRICAL READOUT
, APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR SUCH TUBE

Robert H. Anderson, Portland, 0reg., assignor to Tek
tronix, Inc., Beaverton, 0reg., a corporation of Oregon
Filed Dec. 19, 1962, Ser. No. 245,716
13 Claims. (Cl. 178—6.8)

duced.

An electrical readout signal thus obtained can

be ampli?ed and transmitted back to the control grid of
the reading electron gun to modulate the current density
of the reading beam in accordance with the temporary

charge image. While the current density of the reading

The subject matter of the present invention relates
beam is normally not sufficient to cause bistable storage
generally to cathode ray storage tubes, and in particular 10 for an inde?nite controllable time, the increase in beam
to bistable storage tubes of the direct viewing type which
density caused by the readout signal corresponding to
have both optical and electrical readout for indicating
the temporary charge image of the transient signal is
the charge image stored on a phosphor layer in the
su?icient to cause storage so that a relatively permanent
storage target of such tube, and to apparatus and method
charge image of the transient signal is produced. Thus,
for obtaining electrical readout signals from a transparent 15 the apparatus of the present invention extends the storage
conductive coating in such target.
range of a storage tube beyond the normal “writing
The electrical readout apparatus and method of the
speed” of such tube.
presentinvention is especially useful when employed with
It is therefore one object of the present invention to
a storage tube in a cathode ray oscilloscope radar or
provide an improved apparatus and method for obtain
sonar apparatus or any other apparatus requiring either
ing an electrical readout signal from a storage tube
a remote visual indication of the image stored on such
which corresponds to the charge image on such tube.
tube or a permanent record of such image. The storage
Another object of the invention is to provide an im
tube of the present invention has a simpli?ed target
proved apparatus for storing electrical signals as bistable
structure in which an integral layer of phosphor material
charge images for an inde?nite controllable time on a
is employed as the secondary emissive dielectric material 25 cathode ray storage tube, and reproducing such signals
of such target, along with a light, transparent, conduct
on a remote monitor device by transmitting an electrical
ing coating beneath such phosphor layer, so that both
readout signal corresponding to such stored charge
-a charge image and a light image are produced on such
image from the storage tube to the monitor device.
phosphor layer. The thickness of the phosphor layer
A further object of the present invention is to pro
is within a critical range of thicknesses within which the 30 vide an improved direct viewing cathode ray storage ap
phosphor material can store a bistable charge image
for an inde?nite controllable time and such phosphor
layer has a sufficiently porous structure to enable the

transmission of secondary electrons which are emitted
from one side of the layer and are collected by the

paratus in which a storage tube having a target in the

form of a secondary emissive dielectric layer of phosphor
material over a light transparent conductive coating is em

ployed, along with an electrical circuit connected from
such conductive coating to a remote monitor device in

conductive coating target electrode on the opposite side
order to transmit electrical readout signals from such
thereof. This direct viewing bistable storage tube is
storage tube to such monitor device so that charge images
fully disclosed in my copending United States patent ap
stored on such phosphor layer can be reproduced on such
monitor device.
plication Serial No. 180,457 ?led March 19, 1962, en
40
titled Electron Discharge Display Device, and in my
An additional object of the invention is to provide
copending United States patent application Serial No.
an improved storage apparatus for storing electrical sig
214,877, ?led August 6, 1962, entitled Storage Tube, so
nals as charge images on a cathode ray storage tube
that the structure of the storage tube will not be dis
While simultaneously producing character-shaped charge
cussed in detail in this application.
images on such storage tube, and for transmitting an
An electrical readout signal, obtained by scanning the
electrical readout signal corresponding to such charge
charge image on the phosphor layer of the storage target
images from the storage tube to a remote monitor tube
with a reading beam of electrons, may be transmitted
in order to reproduce such signals and characters on
from the conductive coating of the storage target to a
such monitor tube.
television monitor or other display device in order to
Still another object of the invention is to provide an
reproduce such image at a position remote from the
improved
storage apparatus for storing the wave form
storage tube. The storage tube and readout circuit of 50 of an electrical input signal as a charge image on the
the present invention form an apparatus which has several
storage target of a cathode ray storage tube along with
advantages over conventional readout apparatus includ
character-shaped charge images corresponding to the

ing the advantage that charge images of characters cor
positions of switches controlling the vertical gain and
responding to the position of switches controlling the 55 horizontal sweep speed of such storage tube, and for
vertical gain and horizontal sweep speed of the storage
transmitting an electrical readout signal corresponding
tube may be stored on the target of such storage tube
so that this information is transmitted by the readout

to the charge images to a remote monitor tube in order

to reproduce the images of such input signal and such

signal to the television monitor tube and appears as cor
switch position characters on the monitor tube so that
responding character images on such monitor tube. 60 the characteristics of the input signal wave form can be

Thus, the switch position units of the graticule scale of

the storage tube are displayed upon the ?uorescent screen
of the monitor tube so that the characteristics of the
stored wave form reproduced on the monitor tube may

determined from the monitor tube without examining

the dials of such switches.
A still further object of the invention is to provide an
improved
method of operation of a bistable storage tube
be read directly oil such monitor tube, even though the 65
in order to increase the storage range of such tube beyond
dials of the switches in question cannot be seen. Another
its writing rate for storing the charge image of high fre
advantage of the readout apparatus and method of the
quency transient signals for an inde?nite controllable time.
present invention is that it can be employed to cause

bistable storage of the high frequency transient signals

Other objects and advantages of the present invention

will be apparent from the following detailed description
which produce traces at a rate above the “writing rate”
of the storage tube. This increase in storage range may 70 of certain preferred embodiments thereof and from the
attached drawings of which:
be accomplished by scanning the reading beam over a
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the writing beam produces these negative and positive tar

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of one embodiment of

the storage apparatus of the present invention;

get areas, the holding action of the ?ood electrons main

FIG. 2 is an enlarged view of a portion of the storage

tains the charge image by driving the negative charge

target of the storage tube employed in the apparatus of
FIG. 1;

the ?ood gun cathode and by driving the positive voltage

areas to a low voltage stable state near the potential of

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of another embodiment

areas to a high voltage stable state near the potential of

of the storage apparatus of the present invention, similar

the conductive target coating. This bistable storage opera~
tion is more fully described in my previous application
Serial No. 180,457.
As shown in FIG. 2, the storage target 26 includes a
light transparent conductive coating 58 of tin oxide or
other suitable conductive material, coated on the inner

to that shown in FIG. 1; and
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a third embodiment
of the storage apparatus of the present invention in which
a different type of storage target is employed.

One embodiment of the storage apparatus of the present
invention is shown in FIG. 1 to include a direct viewing,

surface of a ?at glass face plate 60 which is sealed to a

bistable storage tube 10 which is similar to the storage

ceramic funnel portion 62 of the storage tube envelope

tube previously disclosed in my copending application 15 by a seal 64 of devitri?ed glass or other suitable material.
A secondary emissive dielectric layer 65 of phosphor
Serial No. 180,457, referred to above, so that such tube
will not be discussed in detail. The vertical de?ection
plates 12 of the storage tube are connected to the electri
cal input signals to be displayed which are applied to an
input terminal 14 and transmitted through a vertical am
pli?er 16 and a selector switch 18 which is moved to the

material is deposited over the conductive coating 58 as an

integral phosphor layer. The phosphor layer has a thick
ness within a critical range of thicknesses over which the

phosphor material can store a bistable charge image for
an inde?nite controllable time. The conductive coating
58 extends over graticule lines 66 of glass frit or other
material deposited upon the inner surface of the face
plate 60 to provide an internal graticule which may be
illuminated by a light source positioned adjacent the outer

“write” position shown during the writing operation of
the storage tube. At the same time, the horizontal de?ec
tion plates 20 of the storage tube are connected to a hori
zontal sweep generator 22 through a selector switch 24,
which is ganged to switch 18, in order to apply a conven
tional ramp-shaped time base or linear sawtooth sweep

signal to such horizontal de?ection plates. A storage
target 26 within the storage tube is bombarded by a writ
ing beam of high velocity electrons which are emitted
from a cathode 28. This writing beam is de?ected by
the horizontal and vertical de?ection plates during the

edge of the face plate. This envelope structure is dis
cussed in copending United States patent application Serial
No. 132,915 entitled Electron Beam Display Device, ?led
on March 19, 1962, by Wilbanks et al.
3O

In order to provide a connection from the exterior of

the storage tube envelope to the conductive coating 58 in
side such envelope, a portion of such conductive coating

writing operation in order to produce an image of the
may be extended through the glass seal 64 up to the outer
input signal applied to input terminal 14 on the storage
edge of the face plate 60. A lead coating 68 of silver
35 or other suitable conductive material may be provided
target 26.

If the current density of the writing beam emitted by
cathode 28 is su?icient, the voltage difference between such
cathode and the target 26 is high enough, and the sweep
speed of the time base signal applied to the horizontal
de?ection plates 20 is slow enough, a bistable charge
image of the input signal applied to the vertical de?ection
plates will be stored for an inde?nite controllable time
on the storage target 26 by uniformly bombarding the
surface of such storage target with low velocity ?ood elec
trons emitted by ?ood guns 30. This bistable storage is
caused in a conventional manner when the high velocity
electrons of the writing beam strike the secondary emissive
dielectric of the storage target 26 to provide regions of dif
ferent potential on such dielectric which are positive and
negative with respect to a critical voltage. When the DC.

over the outer surface of the ceramic funnel 62 into con

tact with the conductive coating 58 in order to connect
such conductive coating to the DC. bias voltage across
the load resistor 32. A wall coating 70 of silver or other
suitable conductive material may be provided on the inner
surface of the ceramic funnel 62 at a position closely
spaced to the target 26. This wall coating may be con
nected to a bias voltage of +50 volts DC. in order to
focus and to collimate the ?ood electrons emitted by ?ood
guns 30 so that such electrons are moving in a direction

perpendicular to the plane of the phosphor layer 65 when
they strike such phosphor layer. The secondary electrons
emitted by the rear surface of the layer are collected in
part by the wall coating 70 and in part by the target coat
ing 58 since the semi-continuous nature of the phosphor
bias voltage applied to the transparent conductive coating 50 layer allows these electrons to pass through such layer to
the target coating. The phosphor layer may include a
of the target is within a “stable range” of target voltages
mixture of a good secondary emissive material such as
the phosphor layer will store a charge image. The bias
magnesium oxide (MgO) in order to increase the writing
voltage is applied to the storage target 26 by means of a
speed of the storage target without decreasing the bright
variable bias resistor 31 connected in series with a ?xed
ness and contrast of the light image produced by the phos
load resistor 32 between a DC. voltage source of +500
phor material too greatly. It has been found that a mix
volts to ground. The load resistor is connected to the
ture by weight of 25% magnesium oxide and 75% P-l
conductive coating in such target in a manner hereafter
type phosphor increases the writing speed by a factor of 20
described with reference to FIG. 2.
or more, to over 1 million centimeters per second while the
The “stable range” of target voltages may be de?ned as
brightness and contrast of the light image remain high.
that range of voltages between “retention threshold volt
However, it should he noted that further increases in the
age” below which storage is not possible, and a “fade
amount of magnesium oxide may decrease the brightness
positive voltage” above which the storage target is driven
and contrast below a satisfactory value, while merely in
into completely “written” or positive condition by the
creasing the writing speed by a further factor of 2 to 4.
?ood electrons so that a charge image is no longer pos
The load resistor 32 connected to the conductive coat
sible. It should be noted that different thicknesses of
ing of ‘the storage target 26 is also connected through a
phosphor material have different stable ranges. When the
DC. blocking or AC. coupling capacitor 34 to control
target voltage is within the stable range so that storage is

possible, the writing beam produces negative and positive
areas with respect to the critical voltage of the ?rst cross
over point on the secondary emissive characteristic curve

of the phosphor material, on the dielectric layer of the
storage target which are maintained or stored for an in

de?nite controllable time by the substantially uniform
bombardment of such layer by the ?ood electrons. After

grid or other “Z-axis” input of a television or other
monitor tube 36. An electrical readout current is pro
duced on the conductive coating of the target by scan

ning the charge image stored on the phosphor layer of
such target with a reading beam of electrons emitted by
cathode 28 also. This readout current is converted into

a readout voltage signal by load resistor 32 and is trans

mitted to the Z-axis input of the monitor tube in order

3,214,516
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to modulate the brightness of such monitor tube in ac

trace portion of the horizontal raster signal produces such

blanking signal during “reading.”
cordance with the charge image. The readout signal is
It may be desirable to employ a separate reading gun
?rst transmitted through a transistor preampli?er 38 of
in the storage tube 10' having a cathode 52 which is con
low input impedance to eliminate noise pick-up in such
signal, and then transmitted through a power ampli?er 01 nected to a more positive voltage than the cathode 28'
of the writing gun, as shown in FIG. 3. This eliminates
40 before being applied to the monitor tube. The hori
the need for the selector switches 18, 24 and 26 and en
zontal and vertical de?ection plates of the monitor tube
36 are connected in. a conventional manner to a raster

ables simultaneous reading and writing operations so

signal generator 42 which applies diiferent frequency saw

that an electrical readout signal can be obtained con

tinuously during the operation of the storage tube 10';
tooth signals to such de?ection plates in order to scan
The storage apparatus of FIG. 3 is’ similar to the appa
the ?uorescent screen of the monitor tube with television
ratus of FIG. 1 so that the same numbers identify corre
raster pattern. Thus, a vertical raster signal in the form
sponding elements. For this reason, only the di?erences
of a 60 cycles per‘second sawtooth may be applied to the
between the two apparatus will be described. The vertical
vertical de?ection plates while a horizontal raster signal
in the form of a 15,750 cycles per second sawtooth may 15 de?ection plates 48 of the reading gun are connected to
the vertical raster signal produced by the raster signal
be applied to the horizontal de?ection plates of such
generator 42' and the horizontal de?ection plates 50 of
monitor tube. During the electrical readout operation of
such electron gun are connected to the horizontal raster
the storage tube, selector switches 18 and 24 are moved
signal produced by such generator. It should be noted
to the “Read” position from the “Write” position shown
that, while the cathode 52 of the reading gun is shown'
in FIG. 1 inorder to disconnect the de?ection plates of
connected to a more positive voltage than the cathode 28'
such tube from the vertical ampli?er 16 and the hori
of the writing gun to prevent the reading beam fromv
zontal sweep generator 22, and to connect the de?ection
plates'to the raster signal generator 42. This applies the
vertical raster- signal to the vertical de?ection plates 12
of the storage tube and the horizontal raster signal to the

storing, it may be more convenient to connect both of

a positive rectangular signal having a plurality of negative
going spike portions which correspond to the time when

target by the reading beam. This stored charge pattern
and its corresponding light image is a reproduction of the

the reading beam crosses a stored trace.

transient signal. It should be noted that there is some
time delay before the readout signal can be transmitted

these cathodes to the same potential and to provide the
25 reading beam with a lower current density than the writing
beam. In this event, the control grid 54 of the reading
horizontal de?ection plate 20 of'such tube and causes a
gun is connected to a more negative voltage than the
reading'electron beam produced by cathode 28 to be
control grid 54' of the writing gun in a similar manner
scanned across the phosphor layer of the storage target
to the selector switch 46 of FIG. 1.
26' in a raster pattern in synchronism with the monitor
The storage apparatus of FIG. 3 may be employed to'
tube 36.
>
store high frequency transient signals which are faster
In. order to prevent the reading beam from causing a
than the writing speed of the storage tube‘ so that the
raster pattern to be stored on the storage target during
writing beam merely produces a temporary charge image
electrical readout, the control grid 44 of the storage tube
on the storage target and is not capable of causing bistable
10 is switched to a more negative voltage by a selector
storage of such image for an inde?nite controllable time‘
switch 46 from that voltage applied to such control grid
without the additional step of operation hereafter de
during writing. This reduces the current density of the
scribed. It the output of the ampli?er 40’ is connected
reading beam below that of the writing beam so that, al
by means of a selector switch 56 through a blocking
though the voltage di?erence between the cathode 28 and
capacitor 57 to the control grid 54 of the reading gun by
the storage target 26 or the velocity of the electrons in
such reading beam is substantially the same as for the
moving the switch to its “Store” position in order to
transmit the readout signal to such control grid, the cur
writing beam and a relatively slow horizontal raster is
employed, the reading beam does not produce a stored
rent density of the reading beam is increased in accord;
ance with the readout signal until such reading beam
image. Instead, the reading beam scans the charge im
ages produced on ‘the phosphor layer 65 of a storage target
produces a stored image on the target 26’. Thus, although
26 to produce a readout signal on the conductive coating
the writing beam does not cause bistable storage of the
58 of such storage target which corresponds to such 45 transient signal, it does produce a temporary charge
charge images without changing these images. Thus,
image of such transient signal on the storage target.
when the reading beam strikes “unwritten” or background
When the reading beam scans such target, it produces a
areas of the phosphor layer, a positive readout voltage is
readout signal corresponding to the temporary charge
produced across-the load resistor 32. However, when the
image and transmits this readout signal back to the con~
reading beam strikes a “written” area of the target, it 50 trol grid 54 of the reading gun. In this manner, the read
produces a‘ negative going voltage pulse across the load
out signal will modulate the intensity of the reading beam
resistor. Therefore, the readout signal is in the form of
to cause a charge pattern to be “written” on the storage

It shouldbe noted that, since the storage tube 10 em
ploys a single electron gun to produce both the writing
beam-and the reading beam, selector switches 18, 24 and
46 are required to allow time-sharing of such electron

gun between the readingand writing operations. In addi
tion, when'the term “bias voltage” is used throughout

through the coupling capacitors 34'and 57' and ampli?ers
38' and 40' to the control grid 54 so that the stored

charge image would ordinarily be slightly displaced from
that of the temporary charge image produced by the

signal'D.C. voltage with respect to ground applied to the
electrode in question'and not to the voltage difference be

writing beam; however, this can be compensated for.
Another method of'achieving storage of a transient that
causes only a temporary charge image would be incor-'
porating the use of a second storage tube. The readout

tweenthat electrode and a cathode. For example, when

signal corresponding to the temporary charge image of

this patent application, it refers to the quiescent or non

switch 46 is in the “Write” position shown, the bias volt
the transient signal can be transmitted to a second storage
age applied to the control grid 44‘ is —3025 volts While
tube system and stored in the normal fashion. This
the voltage difference between the cathode 28 and such
method thus eliminates the delay and displacement di?i
grid is +25 volts. Also, while blanking of the storage
culty of the aforementioned method of storing transient
tube 10 during the ?yba'ck‘movement of its electron beam 70 wave forms.
has notbeen discusssed, it is obvious that the storage tube
Of course, the bias resistor 31 and 31’ of FIGS. 1 and
may be provided with‘ de?ection blanking plates connect
3 are variable resistors so that the target voltage applied
ed to still another selector switch ganged to the others so

that the retrace portion of the horizontal sweep signal
produces‘ the blanking signal during “writing” and the re

to conductive coating 58 can be varied to erase the charge
image stored on the targets 26 and 26'. This is accom

plished in a conventional manner by raising-the target

8,214,516
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voltage above the “fade positive” voltage and then lower
ing such target voltage through the stable range of

acter areas 92 to be connected to different target voltages

voltages to below the “retention threshold” voltage be
fore returning it to a voltage within such stable range.
Also, while the monitor tube 36’ is shown connected to
the readout signal ampli?er 40’ in the “Read” position of
the switch 56 and disconnected from such ampli?er in the
“Store” position of such switch, it should be appreciated
that the Z-axis input of the monitor tube may also be
connected to the readout ampli?er in the “Store” position 10

respectively above the “fade positive” voltage and below
the “retention threshold” voltage for the storage target.

of the switch so that a portion of the readout signal is
transmitted simultaneously to the monitor tube and the
reading gun of he storage tube. This would eliminate the
necessity of switching back and forth between the two

of, for example, +250 or +100 volts D.C., which are

Thus, at the voltages shown, the phosphor layer portions
above the character-shaped conductive areas “.05 v./ cm.”
are completely “written” by the action of the ?ood
electrons to produce a charge image and a similar light
image corresponding to the shape of the character areas.
This means that each centimeter unit on the vertical co

ordinate of the graticule scale 66" equals .05 volt . How
ever, the other character areas “>” and “0” cannot pro

duce stored images when connected to target voltages
shown. Since each of the character areas 92 is connected

to the Z-axis input of the monitor tube 36" through a
switch positions. Of course, the readout signal fed back
separate blocking capacitor 96, a readout signal corre
to the reading gun may be applied to the cathode 52 of
sponding to the stored character images is transmitted to
such gun, rather than the control grid 54, after inverting
such readout signal since it is the potential ditference be
the monitor tube to produce a similar character display
tween the cathode and control grid which determines the
98 on such monitor tube. This character display can be
current density or brightness of the reading beam.
20 employed to indicate the position of switches which con
Another embodiment of the storage target and its asso
trol the vertical gain (shown) and the horizontal sweep
ciated readout circuit which may be employed with the
speed (not shown) of the writing gun in the storage tube.
storage tubes of FIG. 1 and FIG. 3 is shown in FIG. 4
As a result, the units of the graticule scale of the storage
which is described in detail in my copending United
tube are presented directly on the storage target and

States patent application Serial No. 214,877, previously

are also displayed on the monitor tube.

referred to. This storage target 26” includes a plurality
of spaced conductive areas 74, 76, and 78 in place of the
conductive coating 58 of FIG. 2. The conductive areas
74 and 76 are insulatingly spaced by a narrow horizontal
gap 80 in the conductive material so that the signal wave
form display area is effectively split into two independent

the observer of the monitor tube to determine the voltage
and time characteristics of the stored wave form 90 with
out seeing the dials of the switches in question. It also

storage areas.

Each of the conductive areas 74 and 76

This enables

enables any photographs which are taken of the wave

form to be automatically labeled with the voltage and
time units of such wave form.
Of course, the television monitor tube 36 and 36" can

is connected by a lead portion similar to that shown in
be replaced by another storage tube, in order to store the
FIG. 2, to a different source of positive D.C. bias Voltage
reproduced wave form 90. Alternatively, an X-Y re
through variable bias resistors 81 and 82 which are con 35 corder or other electromechanical device may be used

nected to ground through load resistors 83 and 84, re
spectively. The load resistors 83 and 84 are connected

in place of the monitor tube. Of course, the readout
signal from more than one storage tube may be applied

through blocking capacitors 85 and 86, respectively to

to a single monitor tube so that wave forms may be ob

the monitor tube 36". This enables the portions of phos
phor layer 65" overlying such conductive areas to be
operated independently, either in a storage or a non

served side by side on the monitor tube for comparison.
If this is done, the polarity of the readout signals can be
reversed so that one signal is positive and produces a

storage mode, merely by varying the target voltage ap

bright trace, while another signal is negative and produces

plied to the conductive coatings so that one of the target

a dark trace, in order to enable the observer to identify
the source of the traces. Another advantage of the mon
itor tube is that it may be employed to magnify a por

areas can be used as a previewing area for examining an

unstored wave form before storing it on the other target
area. In the position of the variable resistors 81 and 82 45 tion of the stored wave form by scanning a portion of
the storage target while sweeping the entire surface of
shown, +150 volts is applied to the upper conductive area
74 while +100 volts is applied to the lower conductive
the monitor tube. In addition, other scan patterns can
area 76. If the retention threshold for the particular
be employed rather than the standard TV raster pattern,
thickness of phosphor layer is +125 volts, then a signal
for example, a circular sweep pattern of the P.P.I. type

wave form 87 produced on the phosphor layer overlying
the lower area 76 will not be stored, as indicated by the
dashed lines, and will not be displayed on the monitor

tube 36". However, since the upper conductive coating
74 is connected to a voltage greater than the retention
threshold voltage and within the stable range of target
voltages, a signal wave form 88 produced on the phosphor
layer overlying such conductive layer will be stored, as
indicated by the solid line. The conductive coatings 74
and 76 are connected through coupling capacitors 85 and
86, respectively, to the Z-axis input of the monitor tube
36". Therefore, the electrical readout signal produced

used in radar may be employed.
It will be obvious to those having ordinary skill in
the art that various changes may be made in the details
of the above-described preferred embodiments of the
present invention without departing from the spirit of the
invention. Therefore, the scope of the present invention

should be determined only by the following claims.
Iclaim:

1. Cathode ray storage apparatus having electrical

readout, comprising:
a storage target which includes an integral layer of
phosphor material supported over a light transparent,

by scanning the surface of the phosphor layer 65” by

electrically conductive support member, said phos

the reading beam, will be transmitted to the monitor tube

phor layer having a su?iciently porous structure that

in order to produce a wave form 90 corresponding to the
stored wave form 88.

secondary electrons emitted from one side of said
layer can be transmitted through said layer and col
lected by said conductive member on the opposite
side thereof so that the phosphor material can store
a charge image produced thereon for an inde?nite

As shown in my previous patent application Serial No.
214,877, the third conductive area 78 is spaced from area
76 by a gap 91 and may be divided into a plurality of

spaced, character-shaped conductive areas 92, which are
each connected through the glass seal of the storage tube 70

by insulatingly spaced lead portions. Each of these char
acter-areas is connected to a dillerent source of positive

D.C. bias voltage through a plurality of variable bias
resistors 94 which are connected to ground through ?xed
load resistors 95. These bias resistors enable the char

controllable time;
writing means for bombarding said phosphor layer with
high velocity writing electrons to establish a charge
image on said phosphor layer by forming areas of
different potential on said phosphor layer which are
positive and negative of a critical voltage;

holding means for bombarding said phosphor layer

3,214,516
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with low velocity electrons in order to maintain said

readout signal from said target to said monitor

charge image on said phosphor layer when said writ

means to cause said readout signal to be reproduced

ing ‘electrons stop bombarding said phosphor layer;
and

on said monitor means.

4. Cathode ray storage apparatus having electrical and

readout means for moving a reading electron beam 5 optical readout, comprising:
across the surface of the phosphor layer of said target
a storage target which'includes an integral layer of
in a regular pattern in order to produce an electrical
phosphor material over' a light transparent‘ conduc
readout signal on the conductive region of said sup
tive coating on the surface of a light transparent

port member, which corresponds to the charge image.
2. Cathode ray storage apparatus having electrical and 10

optical readout, comprising:

a storage target which includes an integral layer of
secondary emissive phosphor material over a light
transparent conductive coating on the surface of a

light transparent support of insulative material, said
phosphor layer having a suf?ciently porous structure

glass plate, said phosphor layer having'a thickness
within the range of‘ thickness over which the phos
phor material can store a bistable charge image for
an inde?nite ‘controllable time;

writing-means for bombarding said phosphor layer'with
a writing beam of high velocity electrons to establish
a charge‘image on said phosphor layer by forming

that secondary electrons emitted from one side of

areas of different potential on said phosphor layer
which are positive and negative of a‘ critical voltage,

said layer can be transmitted through said layer and

and to produce‘ a light image corresponding tov said

collected by said conductive coating‘ontthe opposite
side thereof so that the phosphor material can store 20
a charge image for an inde?nite controllable time;

writing means for bombarding said phosphor layer
with a writing beam of high velocity electrons to
establish a charge image on said phosphor layer by
forming areas of different potential on said phosphor 25
layer which are positive and negative of a critical

voltage, and to produce a light image corresponding
to said charge image;
holding means for bombarding said phosphor layer
with low velocity electrons whose overall e?ect is
to add more electrons to the negative target areas
and to remove electrons from the positive target
areas by secondary emission in order to maintain

said charge image after said writing beam st0ps
bombarding said areas; and
readout means for moving a reading electron beam

across the surface of the phosphor layer of said
target in a regular pattern in order to produce a read
out signal on the conductive coating‘of said target

which corresponds to said charge image.
3; Cathode ray storage apparatus having electrical and

optical readout, comprising:
a storage target which includesv an integral layer of
phosphor material over a light transparent conduc
tive coating on one surface‘ of alight transparent

plate of insulative material, said phosphor layer-hav
ing a thickness within the‘range of thickness over
which the phosphor material can-store a‘ bistable
charge image'for an inde?nite controllable time;

writing means for bombarding said phosphor‘ layer
With a writing beam of‘ high velocity electrons to
establish a charge image on said phosphor layer by

forming areas of different potential‘on said phosphor
layer which are positive andnegativeof' a critical
voltage, and to produce a light image corresponding
to said charge image;
holding ‘means for bombarding said phosphor layer
with low velocity electrons whose overall effect is to
add-more electrons to the negative target areas and
to remove electrons from the positive target areas 60
by secondary emission so that‘ said negative areas

charge image;
holding means for bombarding said phosphor‘layer' with
low velocity electrons‘whose overall effect is to add
electrons tothe'negative target areas and to remove

electrons from the positive target areas in order ot

maintain said charge image after said writing beam
stops bombarding said areas;
scanning means for moving‘a reading electron beam
across the surface of the phosphor layer" of said
target in a regular pattern in order to produce an

electrical readout signal on the conductive‘ coating
of said target‘ which corresponds to the charge image
on said phosphor layer;
monitor‘ means" for reproducing the charge images
stored on said target;

ampli?er means connected between the conductive coat
ing of said target and said monitor means for am
plifying the electrical readout signal and for trans

mitting said readout signal from said target to said
monitor means to cause said readout signal to be
reproduced on said monitor means; and
feedback means connected between the output of said
ampli?er means and said scanning means for mod

ulating the reading beam in accordance with‘ said
readout signal to increase the voltage of a charge
image initially having a voltage belowv said‘ critical
voltage, until it exceeds said critical voltagev and
enables the charge image to be stored bistably.
5.- An electrical signal readout apparatus for a cathode

ray storage tube, comprising:
a cathode‘ ray storage tube having 1a storage target which

includes a light transparent‘ conductive coating di
vided into a plurality of separate, insulatingly spaced
conductive areas which are secured to the inner sur

face of the face plate of said tube, some of'said' con

ductive areas being’ in the shape of characters, and a

storage dielectric layer of secondary emissive phos
phor material supported on said face plate over said
conductive areas, said dielectric layer having a thick
ness that is within the critical'range of thickness over
which said phosphor material can store a bistable

charge image for an inde?nite controllable time;
writing means for bombarding the‘ surface of.' said

are driven to a low voltage stable state and‘ said
positive areas are driven to a high voltage stable

phosphor layer with a writing beam of‘ high velocity

state in- order to maintain said charge image after said
writing beam stops bombarding said areas;
scanning means for moving a reading electron beam
across the surface of the phosphor layer of said

layer by forming regions of different potential on
said phosphor layer which are positive and‘ negative

target in a regular pattern in order to produce a read

out signal on the conductive coating of said-target
which corresponds to the charge image on said phos 70

phor layer;
monitor means for reproducing the charge images
stored on said target; and
means connected from the conductive coating of‘ said
target to said monitor means for transmitting said

electrons to produce a charge image on said phosphor

of a‘ critical voltage, and to produce a light‘ image

corresponding to said charge image;
holding means for bombarding the phosphor layer
substantially uniformly with low velocity ?ood
electrons which cause the potential of said negative
regions‘to seek a low voltage stable state near the
quiescent DC. voltage of a cathode employed in
said holding means, and cause the potential of said
positive regions to seek ‘a high voltage stable state

adjacent the quiescent D.C; target'vol-tage appliedito
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said conductive areas when said target voltage is
a monitor device which reproduces the images pro
Within the stable range of target voltages for said
duced on said target.
phosphor layer, in onder to maintain said charge
7. An electrical signal readout apparatus for a storage
image and to store it as a bistable charge image after
tube in a cathode ray oscilloscope, comprising:
Said Writing beam StOPS bombarding Said regions;
5
a cathode ray storage tube having a storage target
means for enabling the ‘application of diitefent quiescent
which includes a light transparent conductive coating
D.C. target voltages to each of said conductive areas
divided into a plurality of separate, insulatingly
50 that they can be either below, within or above
said stable range to cause that portion of the phos-

spaced conductive areas which are secured to the
inner surface of the face plate of said tube, some of

PhOI' layel' above each of Said conductive areas to 10
‘Operate respectively in a holiste‘l'age, Storage 01'

said conductive areas being in the shape of charac
ters corresponding to different positions of a switch

coIhpleteiy Written condition, Said character-Shaped
conductive areas producing a character-shaped
charge Pattiern and Corresponding light image When

in said oscilloscope, and a storage dielectric layer
of secondary emissive phosphor material supported
on said face plate over said conductive areas, said di

theil' bias Voltage is above Said Stable range; and
15
readout means for moving a reading beam of eieetf 011$
across the Surface of Said Phosphor layer in a predetermined manner in order to scan the charge

electric layer having a thickness that is within the
critical range of thickness over which said phosphor
‘material can store a bistable charge image for an
inde?nite controllable time;

images 011 Said Phosphor iayer to Produce eieeti'ieel
readout signals on the conductive coating areas of 20

writing means for bombarding the surface of said phos
phor layer with a writing beam of high velocity elec

said target which correspond to said charge images.

trons to produce a charge image on said phosphor

6. An electrical signal readout apparatus for a cathode

layer by forming regions of different potential on
said phosphor layer which are positive and negative

ray storage tube, comprising:
a cathode ray storage tube having a storage target
which includes a light transparent conductive coating 25

divided into a plurality of separate, insulatingly
spaced conductive .areas which are secured to the inner

of a critical voltage, and to produce a light image

corresponding to said charge image;
holding means for bombarding the phosphor layer sub
stantially uniformly with low velocity ?ood electrons

surface of the face plate of said tube, some of said
conductive areas being in the shape of characters,
and a storage dielectric layer of secondary emissive 30
Phosphor material Supported on Said face Plate Over
Said Conductive areas, Said dielectric layer having a
thickness over which said phosphor material can

voltage of a ?ood gun cathode employed in Said hold.
ing means, and to cause the potential of said positive
regions to seek a high voltage stable state adjacent
the quiescent D.C. target voltage of said conductive

Store a bistahie Charge image for an inde?nite COIItfoiiahie time;
35
Writing means fol‘ bombarding the Surface of Said

areas when said target voltage is within the stable
range of target voltages, in order to maintain said
charge image and to store it as a bistable charge

Phosphor layer with a Writing beam of high Velocity

to cause the potential of said negative regions to seek
a low voltage stable state near the quiescent DC.

image after said writing beam stops bombarding said

electrons to produce a charge image on said phosphor
layer by forming regions of di?eieht Potential 011
said Phosphor layer which are positive and negative 40

regiQnS;
means for enabling the application of different quies
cent D.C. target voltages to each of said conductive

of a Critical Voltage, and to Produce a light image
on Said Phosphor 1iii/e1‘ corresponding to Said charge
image;
holding means for bombarding the phosphor layer with
low velocity eiectrons Which cause the Potential of 45
said negative 1'egiehs to Seek a low voltage Stable
State heal‘ the quiescent DC Voltage of a cathode
employed in said holding means, and cause the po-

areas and the variation of said target voltages so that
they can be either below, within or above the stable
range of target voltages to cause that portion of the
phosphor layer above each of said conductive areas
to operate respectively, in either a nonstorage, stor
age, or completely written condition, said character
shaped conductive areas producing acharacter-shaped
charge pattern and corresponding light image on said

tehtiai of ‘said Positive Tegiohs to Seek a high Voltage
stable State adjacent the quiescent D-C- target Voltage 50

phosphor layer when the character-shaped conductive
areas are connected by the switch in said oscilloscope

of said conductive areas when said target voltage is
Within the stable 1"?mge of target Voltages, in Order
to maintain said charge image and to store it as a

to a target voltage above said stable range; and
scanning means for moving a reading beam of elec
trons inside said storage tube across the surface of

bistable charge image after said writing beam stops
bombarding Said regions;
55
means for enabling the application of different quiescent

said phosphor layer in a predetermined manner in
order to scan the charge images on said phosphor
layer to produce electrical readout signals on the

DC. target voltages to each of said conductive areas

conductive coating areas of said target which corre

and the variation of said target voltages so that they
can either be below, within or above the stable range
of target voltages to cause that portion of the phos- 60

spond to said charge images; and
monitor means for transmitting said readout signals to
a monitor cathode ray tube in order to modulate the

phor layer above each of said conductive areas to
oporate, respectively, in either a nonstorage, storage
or completely written condition, said charactershaped conductive areas producing a character-

brightness of the light image produced on said moni
tor tube while moving its electron beam in synchro
nism with the reading beam of said storage tube in
order to reproduce the charge images formed on said

shaped charge pattern and corresponding light image 65
on said phosphor layer when their target voltage is

storage target.

images on said phosphor layer to produce electrical

conductive areas which are secured to the inner sur

readout signals on the conductive coating areas of

face of the face plate of said tube, some of said con
ductive areas being in the shape of characters, cor
responding to different positions of switches control

8. An electrical signal readout apparatus for a storage
above said stable range;
tube in a cathode ray oscilloscope, comprising:
scanning means for moving a reading beam of elec
a cathode ray storage tube having a storage target which
trons across the surface of said phosphor layer in a
includes a light transparent conductive coating di
predetermined manner in order to scan the charge 70
vided into a plurality of separate, insulatingly spaced

said target which correspond to said charge image;
and
monitor means for transmitting said readout signals to

ling the vertical gain and horizontal sweep speed of

13
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said oscilloscope, and a storage dielectric layer of
secondary emissive phosphor material supported on
said face plate over said conductive areas, at least
some portions of said dielectric layer having a thick
ness that is within the critical range of thickness over
which said phosphor material can store a bistable

charge image for an inde?nite controllable time;
writing means for bombarding the surface of said phos
phor layer with a writing beam of high velocity elec
trons to produce a charge image on said phosphor 10

layer by forming regions of different potential on
said phosphor layer which are positive and negative

said charge image and to store it as a bistable charge

image after said writing beam stops bombarding
said regions;
means for enabling the application of different qui

of a critical voltage, and to produce a light image

corresponding to said charge image;
holding means for bombarding the phosphor layer sub
stantially uniformly with low velocity ?ood electrons

low velocity electrons which cause the potential of
said negative regions to seek a low voltage stable
state near the quiescent DC. voltage of'a cathode
employed in said holding means, and cause the
potential of said positive regions to seek a high volt
age stable state adjacent the quiescent D.C. target
voltage of said conductive areas when it is within the
stable range of target voltages, in order to maintain

escent D.C. target voltages to each of saidconduc
tive areas and the variation of said target voltages
15

so that they can either be below, within or above the
stable range of target voltages to cause that portion

which cause the potential of said negative regions to

of the phosphor layer above each of said conduc

seek a low voltage stable state near the quiescent
DC. voltage of a ?ood gun cathode employed in said

tive areas to operate, respectively, in either a non

holding means, and cause the potential of said posi
tive regions to seek a high voltage stable state adja
cent the quiescent D.C. target voltage of said con
ductive areas when said target voltage is within the
stable range of target voltages, in order to maintain
said charge image and to store it as a bistable charge 25

image after said writing beam stops bombarding said

regions;
means for applying different quiescent D.C. target volt

storage, storage or completely written condition, said
character-shaped conductive areas producing a char

acter-shaped charge pattern and corresponding light
image on said phosphor layer when their target volt
age is above said stable range;

scanning means for moving, a reading beam of elec
trons across the surface of said phosphor layer in a
predetermined manner in order to scan the charge

images on said phosphor layer to produce electrical
readout signals on the conductive coating areas of

ages to each of said conductive areas and for varying

said target which correspond to said charge images;

said target voltages so that they can be either below,
within or above the stable range of target voltages
to cause that portion of the phosphor layer above

feedback means for transmitting at least a portion of
said readout signal to said scanning means in order
to, modulate said reading beam in accordance with
said readout signal so that the charge image of a high

each of said conductive area to operate respectively
in a nonstorage, storage or completely written condi

tion, said character-shaped conductive areas produc
ing a character-shaped charge pattern and corre

frequency transient signal, temporarily formed, but
not caused to be permanently stored, by said, writing

sponding light image on said phosphor layer when

beam on said phosphor layer, is caused to be stored
for an inde?nite controllable time on said phosphor

the character-shaped conductive areas are connected

layer by the scanning action of said reading beam;

by the switches in said oscilloscope to a target volt
and
40
age above said stable range; and
monitor means for transmitting said readout signals
scanning means for moving a reading beam of elec
to a monitor device which reproduces the images
trons inside said storage tube across the surface of
produced on said target.
said phosphor layer in a predetermined manner in
10. A method of operating a bistable cathode ray
order to scan the charge images on said phosphor
storage tube, comprising the steps of:
layer to produce electrical readout signals on the 45
moving a writing beam of high velocity electrons across
conductive coating areas of said target which corre

a storage target in said storage tube in response to an

spond to said charge images without destroying these
charge images; and

input signal to produce a charge image of said in
put signal on said target by forming regions of dif

monitor means for amplifying said readout signals and

ferent potential on said target which are positive and
negative of a critical voltage;

for transmitting them to a monitor cathode ray tube 50

in order to reproduce the charge images as images of
a similar con?guration on said monitor tube.

9. An electrical signal readout apparatus for a cathode

ray storage tube, comprising:
a cathode ray storage tube having a storage target which 55
includes a light transparent conductive coating di

vided into a plurality of separate, insulatingly spaced

bombarding said target substantially uniformly with low
velocity ?ood electrons to cause the potential of the

negative regions to seek a low voltage stable state,
and to cause the potential of the positive regions to
seek a high voltage stable state so that said charge
image may be stored as a bistable charge image on

conductive areas which are secured to the inner

said target;
scanning said target with a reading beam of electrons

surface of the face plate of said tube, some of said

in a predetermined manner in order to scan the

conductive areas being in the shape of characters, 60
and a storage dielectric layer of secondary emissive
phosphor mate-rial supported on said face plate over
said conductive areas, said dielectric layer having a
thickness over which said phosphor material can
store a bistable charge image for an inde?nite con 65

trollable time;

charge image on said target to produce an electrical

readout signal corresponding to said charge image;
and
modulating said reading beam in response to said read
out signal so that a charge image temporarily formed
with a voltage between said critical voltage but not
caused to be bistably stored by said writing beam

Writing means for bombarding the surface of said phos

on said storage target, is caused to be stored for an

phor layer with a writing beam of high velocity elec

inde?nite controllable time as a bistable charge image
on said target by the scanning action of said read

trons to produce a charge image on said phosphor

layer by forming regions of different potential on 70
said phosphor layer which are positive and negative
of a critical voltage, and to produce a light image

on said phosphor layer corresponding to said charge
image;

holding means for bombarding the phosphor layer with 75

ing beam.
11. A method of operating a bistable cathode ray

storage tube, comprising the steps of:
moving a writing beam of high velocity electrons across
a storage target in said storage tube in response to

an input signal to produce a charge image of said in
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put signal on said target by forming regions of dif
ferent potential on said target which are positive and
negative of a critical voltage;

bombarding said target substantially uniformly with
low velocity ?ood electrons to cause the potential 5
of the negative regions to seek a low voltage stable
state, and to cause the potential of the positive regions
to seek a high voltage stable state so that said charge
image may be stored as a bistable charge image on

said target;
10
scanning said target with a reading beam of electrons
in a predetermined manner in order to scan the

13. An electrical signal readout apparatus for a

cathode ray storage tube, comprising:
a cathode ray storage tube ‘having a storage target
which includes a conductive coating divided into a

plurality of separate, insulatingly spaced conductive
areas which are secured to a support member with

in said tube, and a storage dielectric layer of sec

ondary emissive phosphor material supported on
said support member over said conductive areas,

said dielectric layer having a suf?ciently porous
structure that secondary electrons emitted from one
side of said layer can be transmitted through said

charge image on said target to produce an electrical

layer and collected by said conductive coating on

readout signal corresponding to said charge image;

the opposite side thereof so that said phosphor ma

modulating said reading beam in response to said ‘read
out signal so that a charge image temporarily formed
with 'a voltage below said critical voltage but not
caused to be bistably stored by said writing beam on
said storage target, is caused to be stored for an in
de?nite controllable time as a bistable charge image
on said target by the scanning action of said reading
beam; and

‘

applying said readout signal to a monitor device for

reproducing the charge image on said storage target

terial can store a bistable charge image for an in

de?nite controllable time;
writing means for bombarding the surface of the phos

phor layer with a writing beam of high velocity
electrons to produce a charge image on said phos

phor layer by forming regions of ditferent potential
on said phosphor layer which are positive and nega
tive of critical voltage, and to produce a llight image

corresponding to said charge image;
holding means for bombarding the phosphor layer

as another image on said monitor device similar in

substantially uniformly with low velocity electrons

con?guration to said charge image.

to store the charge image as a bistable charge image
for an inde?nite controllable time when a DC.

12. A method of operating a bistable cathode ray

storage apparatus, comprising the steps of:
moving a writing beam of high velocity electrons across
a storage target in a ?rst storage tube in response 30
to an input signal to produce a charge image of said

input signal on said target by forming regions of

voltage within the stable range of target voltages
for said phosphor ‘layer is applied to the conductive
areas under said charge image;
means for enabling the application of different quies
cent D.C. target voltages to each of said conductive

different potential on said target which are posi

areas so that they can be either below, within or

tive and negative of a critical voltage;

above said stable range to cause that portion of the
phosphor layer above each of said conductive areas
to operate respectively in a nonstorage, storage or

bombarding said target substantially uniformly with
low velocity ?ood electrons to cause the potential
of the negative regions to seek a low voltage stable
state, and to cause the potential of the positive
regions to seek a high voltage stable state so that
said charge image may be stored as a bistable charge 40
image on said target;
scanning said target with a reading beam of electrons
in a predetermined manner in order to scan a charge

completely written condition; and
readout means for moving a reading beam of electrons
across the surface of said phosphor layer in a prede
termined manner in order to scan the charge images
on said phosphor layer to produce electrical readout
signals on the conductive coating areas of said tar

get which correspond to said charge images.

image temporarily formed but not bistably stored
on said target to produce an electrical readout 45

signal corresponding to said charge image; and
transmitting said electrical readout signal correspond
ing to said temporary charge image to a second
cathode ray storage tube so as to cause bistable
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